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Request for Research Proposals 
 
Rhode Island Sea Grant 2024-2026 Research Program 
 

Introduction 
Rhode Island Sea Grant’s core mission is to integrate research, extension, communications, legal, and 
workforce development activities to improve understanding and just and sustainable use and 
management of Rhode Island's coastal and marine ecosystems. Our primary offices are located at the 
University of Rhode Island (URI) Graduate School of Oceanography. Our Legal Program is located at Roger 
Williams University School of Law, and our Extension Program is at the URI Coastal Resources Center. 
Rhode Island Sea Grant is a partnership among URI, the National Sea Grant College Program, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the State of Rhode Island.  

This Request for Proposals (RFP) is for research projects (individual or multi-institutional) up to 
2 years in length to be funded as part of Rhode Island Sea Grant’s 2024-2027 Omnibus Proposal. 
Project funding will begin 01 February 2024 and end no later than 31 January 2026.  

We anticipate supporting approximately 5-8 projects contingent upon receipt of federal funding. 
Modification in the number of and/or funding for individual proposals may be made based on final 
program budget allocations. Each proposal for this competitive research program receives extensive 
out-of-state peer review, with final evaluation conducted by an ad hoc panel of external technical 
experts and relevancy review panelists. All reviewers are assessed for conflict of interest at all stages 
of the review process.   

An informational meeting for this RFP will be held on Monday, January 30, 2023, from 2PM-3:30PM via 
Zoom interface. RSVP to Kim Ohnemus (kohnemus@uri.edu) to gain access to the meeting. Attendance 
by applicants is optional. This meeting is an opportunity to meet with Rhode Island Sea Grant staff to 
discuss specifics of this RFP, assess the potential to engage RISG extension, legal, or communications 
specialists, and address any questions about developing and submitting proposals. This meeting will be 
recorded and made available via the RISG website.  

Preproposal submission deadline is 5:00 PM Wednesday February 15, 2023.  
Full proposal submission deadline is 5:00 PM Monday May 22, 2023.  
 
Preproposals and full proposals must be submitted via the eSeaGrant interface, as detailed below. 
Late submission will not be accepted. A full schedule for this research competition is provided as the 
last page of this RFP document. 
 
Eligibility Information  
We encourage participation of researchers at institutions and organizations across Rhode Island. To 
submit a full proposal for this competition, all candidates must submit a preproposal before 5:00PM on 
February 15, 2023, in accordance with the requirements listed below. Applicants who, at the time of 
application, have overdue annual or completion reports from previously funded RISG projects will not be 
considered for funding through this competition. Federal agencies and their personnel are not permitted 
to receive federal funding under this competition; however, federal scientists and other employees can 
serve as uncompensated partners or co-Principal Investigators on applications. Federal labs and offices 
can also make available specialized expertise, facilities or equipment to applicants but cannot be 
compensated under this competition for their use, nor can the value of such assets be used as match. 
 
Rhode Island Sea Grant is committed to building inclusive research, extension, communication, and 
education programs that serve people with unique backgrounds, circumstances, needs, perspectives, and 
ways of thinking. We are dedicated to removing the barriers that have historically limited access to Sea 

mailto:kohnemus@uri.edu
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Grant opportunities, acknowledging and honoring the cultures, traditions, knowledge, and wisdom of 
local communities and facilitating research opportunities for underserved and underrepresented 
communities. With these goals in mind, we encourage applicants of all ages, races, ethnicities, national 
origins, gender identities, sexual orientations, disabilities, cultures, religions, citizenship types, education 
levels, job classifications, veteran status types and socioeconomic status to consider this funding 
opportunity. 

Rhode Island Sea Grant’s Research Priorities for 2024–2026 
For the 2024–2026 Research Competition, Rhode Island Sea Grant is soliciting proposals that address 
one or more of the thematic areas as described in RISG’s 2024-2027 Strategic Plan. Specifically, RISG 
seeks proposals that directly focus on the following three thematic areas: Healthy Coastal Ecosystems, 
Resilient Communities and Economies, and Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture. Below we identify 
priority research topics for each of these focus areas.   

Healthy Coastal Ecosystems 

Climate change impacts on coastal and marine ecosystems specifically related to (1) distribution and 
movement of monkfish, black sea bass, squid, and/or summer flounder, or (2) the impacts on shellfish 
from coastal acidification. 

Resilient Communities and Economies 

Understanding the vulnerability, availability, and accessibility of Rhode Island’s commercially, 
recreationally, or culturally important coastal and marine spaces. Of highest priority are projects that 
focus on: 

o Threats to coastal infrastructure by sea-level rise, increased storm surge, or erosion.
o Shoreside access to working waterfronts including impacts associated with shifting land

use or gentrification.
o Social and environmental justice issues associated with coastal use, planning,

management, or restoration efforts.
o Community considerations for managed retreat1 in Rhode Island communities. This could

include social and environmental justice issues, legal and policy considerations, planning
and management issues.

Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture 

o Use of coastal and marine resources or spaces by recreational, subsistence and/or
traditional fishers and shellfish harvesters.

o Development, testing or implementation of new resources, tools, and/or technologies to
support growth and adaptation in aquaculture or fisheries production and harvesting.

Important Considerations 

Climate Change 
Understanding, mitigating, and adapting to the impacts of climate change will be a major challenge facing 
Rhode Island communities in the coming decades. Climate change plays an overarching role in shaping 
RISG’s research priorities and thematic areas. RISG encourages investigators to consider climate change 
and its associated impacts when proposing projects that address any of the outlined thematic and 
priority areas discussed above. 

1 Managed retreat aims to voluntarily and equitably relocate people, structures, and infrastructure away from 
vulnerable coastal areas (https://www.georgetownclimate.org).   

https://www.georgetownclimate.org
https://seagrant.gso.uri.edu/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/2024-2027-RISG-Strategic-Plan.pdf
https://seagrant.gso.uri.edu/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/RISG_Strategic_Plan_24-27.pdf
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Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, Justice, and Accessibility (DEIJA) 
Rhode Island Sea Grant is committed to diversity, equity, inclusion, justice, and access across its 
programs, including our research program. We are dedicated to creating research opportunities that 
attract and support a diverse set of investigators and that produce research outcomes that have a broad 
societal impact on coastal communities. We encourage investigators to recruit and engage students and 
fellows from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, individuals with disabilities and individuals from 
economically or educationally disadvantaged backgrounds that may have inhibited their ability to pursue 
a career in STEM. 

Applicants should clearly articulate in what ways their research will benefit Rhode Island’s coastal 
communities, including members from underserved or underrepresented communities. Meaningful and 
appropriate involvement and engagement of end-users and Rhode Island’s diverse communities will be 
considered in the evaluation of full proposals—see evaluation criteria below.  

Environmental Literacy and Workforce Development 
One of Rhode Island Sea Grant’s four Thematic Areas, Environmental Literacy and Workforce 
Development cuts across all RISG programs. We are committed to providing accessibility to information 
and to proactively recruiting, advancing, and training a diverse workforce while supporting the next 
generation of marine resource professionals. We encourage applicants to consider these goals and how 
they may address these needs through the development of their research and engagement plans.  

Application Process 
An online system—eSeaGrant—is used by Rhode Island Sea Grant for all pre and full proposal 
development. Applicants must establish new accounts or activate existing accounts in 
eSeaGrant by contacting Kim Ohnemus (kohnemus@uri.edu) prior to submitting preproposals. 
Applicants are encouraged to reach out early to assure technical difficulties do not prevent on-
time submission; account creation and/or activation may take up to 48 hours.  

Budget Development (Full Proposal Phase) 
Research proposals will have a $125,000 per year, $250,000 total project maximum allowable 
budget, which includes institutional overhead. 

Sea Grant is a match program; for each $2 of Sea Grant funding applied for at least $1 of non-
federal support must be contributed. The applicant is responsible for provision of the 50% match on 
the total funding requested. Federal funds cannot be used as matching funds. Match support may 
include: 

o Salaries, wages, and benefits of those working on the project,
o Tuition provided by non---federal sources,
o Expendable supplies, equipment, and ship time,
o Indirect costs, and
o Contributions by private, local, or state entities or non---federal special project funds.

Impacts of Research 
Reporting of research impacts and accomplishments to funders and intended users is a critical element of 
showing the benefits of research for the public. Candidates must clearly communicate how the 
anticipated outcomes of research projects will address priority needs in Rhode Island and how they may 
be applied to solving or better understanding problems and issues at local, state, and regional scales. 
Applicants should describe which resource management audiences would likely find their research results 
useful, and how. Additionally, applicants are encouraged to communicate how anticipated outcomes may 
be relevant to or have impacts on historically underrepresented or underserved communities across 

mailto:kohnemus@uri.edu
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Rhode Island.  

Funded projects will be required to report annually during life of project, and for several years beyond 
end of project on research impacts, accomplishments, and publications. Detailed guidance will be 
provided to funded investigators. 
 
Publication of Research Findings 
Publication of research findings from your Sea Grant-supported research is a critical element of the Sea 
Grant mission to improve understanding of coastal and ocean resources. It is expected that receipt of Sea 
Grant research funding will lead to publication in the peer-reviewed literature 1 to 2 years post project.  
 
Data Sharing 
NOAA requires the inclusion of data management plans for all funded research except where limited by 
law, regulation, policy, or security agreement. Data, along with accompanying metadata, must be 
available to general users, free of charge and in a timely manner, generally no later than two (2) years 
after the project end date. Further detail on Data Management Plan (DMP) development is provided in 
eSeaGrant; the DMP is only required at the full proposal phase. Failure to comply with a submitted and 
approved data management plan could result in ineligibility for future NOAA and/or Sea Grant funding.  
 

NEPA Questionnaire, Permits and Other Authorizations 
All applicants must complete an abbreviated NEPA questionnaire at the full proposal phase of this 
research competition. The questionnaire will be available for download in eSeaGrant. The NEPA 
document must be reviewed and approved by NOAA/National Sea Grant Office prior to award of funding. 
 
State and/or other permits—Permits, such as state scientific collector permits or any necessary 
institutional IRB or IACUC approvals, must be in place to conduct field research. Those proposals that are 
selected for funding will need, where possible, to have copies of any required permits and approvals 
attached to their NEPA questionnaires when RI Sea Grant submits the Omnibus proposal in early-October 
2023. If this is not possible, a Specific Award Condition (SAC) may be placed on the project that will 
withhold funding for the actions related to the permit or other approval process until the documents are 
submitted to and reviewed by NOAA, fulfilling the project’s SAC.  
 
Voluntary Demographics Question 
Executive Order 13985, issued in January 2021, seeks to advance racial equity and support for 
underserved communities across federal government programs. To ensure that the Rhode Island Sea 
Grant program is contributing to this goal, all PIs and Co-PIs will be contacted via email during the full 
proposal stage of this competition and asked to answer an optional demographics questionnaire. 
Submission of demographic information is completely voluntary and will have no impact on funding 
decisions. All responses will be anonymous.    
 
Sea Grant Graduate Research Fellows 
Rhode Island Sea Grant Graduate Research Fellows (e.g., graduate students receiving RISG research 
funding through this RFP) may be required to meet with Rhode Island Sea Grant staff at the beginning of 
the funded project and may be requested to engage in a Rhode Island Sea Grant outreach or education 
activity of their choice. These activities will not detract from the primary research focus but will help 
develop a better understanding of the linkages between science, outreach, and application of science 
findings to resources management as part of Sea Grant’s overall commitment to workforce development 
and experiential learning. 
 
 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/
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Sea Grant Law Fellows 
The Rhode Island Sea Grant Legal Program, located at Roger Williams University School of Law, can 
engage a Law Fellow to support legal or policy research questions related to your research project. For 
instance, a Law Fellow may be used to research regulatory, policy, or legal challenges to future multi-use 
of Rhode Island waters. Law Fellows are current law students with an interest in marine law and policy 
and strong writing and research skills. Legal Program staff work with researchers to identify and select 
projects, and they hire and oversee the Law Fellows and their work product. The cost of Law Fellow 
projects does not need to be included in your research project budget. If your research could benefit 
from inclusion of legal and/or policy research, or if you want to explore this opportunity further, contact 
Julia Wyman (jwyman@rwu.edu, (401) 254-4613).  
 
URI Undergraduate Coastal and Environmental Fellows 
Rhode Island Sea Grant encourages PIs to incorporate URI Coastal Fellows interested in engaging in 
hands-on experience in a research environment into their funded research projects. The request for a URI 
Coastal Fellow should be included in the full proposal budget. Coastal Fellows engage in the research 
project for 20-40 hours per week during the summer session. Information on the fellowship opportunity 
and mentorship roles can be found here.  To determine the correct amount to budget for inclusion of a 
Coastal Fellow in your proposal, contact Sarah Puckett (401-874-7829; sarah_puckett@uri.edu). Non-URI 
investigators are similarly encouraged to engage undergraduate students as research fellows in their 
proposed research plans.  
 
Connections to RISG Extension, Legal, Education, and Communications 
Rhode Island Sea Grant seeks to fund research of the highest scientific excellence and relevance; 
proposed research projects must be well designed and scientifically rigorous. Applicants to the RFP are 
strongly encouraged to develop their outreach plans in consultation with Rhode Island Sea Grant 
extension and legal program staff, as well as with RISG communications and education program staff as 
appropriate. An opportunity to open such a dialog will occur at the January 30 Informational Meeting. 
Collaborations with industry, state and regional agencies, and other research institutions are also strongly 
encouraged.  
 
Preproposals 
Preproposals should present a succinct but detailed synopsis of the project in order that they may be 
evaluated for adherence to topical areas defined in the RFP, the robustness of the research approach 
and proposed methodology, relevance potential of research findings, and potential use of those findings 
to RI Sea Grant priority audiences as made possible through the outreach plan. 
 
YOU MUST SUBMIT A PREPROPOSAL, RELEVANT TO RFP TOPICAL AREAS, TO BE ELIGIBLE TO SUBMIT A 
FULL PROPOSAL. Preproposals must be submitted in eSeaGrant by 5:00 PM, February 15, 2023, the 
eSeaGrant portal automatically deactivates at the deadline time; late proposals will not be accepted. 
Exceptions will not be made. 

• URI APPLICANTS will not use InfoEd for the preproposal phase of this research competition. 
Guidance on the use of InfoEd will be provided at the full proposal phase. 

 
Preproposal text is uploaded to eSeaGrant as a single PDF document, limited to 3 pages single-spaced, 
and must contain the following elements arranged in the following order: 

o Statement of Problem—indicate the specific problem to be addressed, how it responds to the 
RFP and how it helps address the goals and objectives of the RI Sea Grant 2024-2027 Strategic 
Plan. 

o Outline of Project Objectives and Goals 

mailto:jwyman@rwu.edu
mailto:sarah_puckett@uri.edu
https://web.uri.edu/coastalfellows/mentor/
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o Methodology—this must be succinct but detailed enough so that a preliminary determination of 
the appropriateness of the proposed approach can be made. 

o Impact Statement—A concise explanation of how anticipated research outcomes will 
contribute to and have impact upon solving or better understanding problems and issues 
relative to this RFP at local, state and/or regional scales, and which priority audiences are likely 
to find the research findings useful, and how. 

o Outreach Plan—A summary of outreach activities proposed, how they will help move 
science into practice, and if the project intends to interface with Rhode Island Sea Grant 
extension, legal, and/or communications programs, and how. 

o Anticipated Budget Request—An estimated cost for the overall project, for each year, and 
associated match/cost share, is to be provided. Budget breakdown is not requested for the 
preproposal. While this budget estimate is not binding to development of a full proposal, it 
is expected that broad deviation from the preproposal budget estimate will not occur.  

o References and figures (not part of 3-page limit). 
 
The Data Management Plan, Demographics Survey and NEPA Questionnaire are not applicable to the 
preproposal phase. 
 
Rhode Island Sea Grant welcomes any recommendations for non-conflicted reviewers with expertise in 
the proposal’s subject area that you wish to submit for consideration. Suggested reviewers are input in 
eSeaGrant. 
 
Full Proposals 
It is expected that the full proposal will more fully define and describe the proposed research, as 
well as provide a detailed budget. However, full proposal goals and objectives are not expected to 
deviate to any large degree from those stated in the preproposal. Full proposal guidelines and 
guidance will be available in eSeaGrant when the full proposal phase of this research competition is 
open. 
 

Evaluations 
Preproposals are reviewed “in-house” by Rhode Island Sea Grant staff and representation from the RI Sea 
Grant Advisory Council and/or relevant partners, as appropriate. All preproposal reviewers are assessed 
for conflict of interest and will attest they have no conflict of interest for preproposals they are reviewing. 
Preproposal evaluation criteria are: 

o Adherence to topical areas as defined in the RFP,  
o Degree of rigor in proposed approach and methodology, 
o Relevance and application of research findings and their potential application to improving the 

understanding and/or management of Rhode Island’s coastal resources , and  
o Ability to engage intended end users and RISG priority audiences as proposed in the outreach 

plan.  
 
Preproposals are rated as: 

o Strong—shows strength in all criteria, 
o Moderate—shows strength in some but not all criteria, 
o Weak—shows little strength in most or all areas, or 
o Does not adhere to topical areas of the RFP. 

 
Preproposal applicants rating as Strong or Moderate will be “encouraged” to submit a full proposal; 
preproposals rated Weak will be “not encouraged” to develop a full proposal. Preproposals rated as 
“Does not adhere to topical areas of the RFP” will not be allowed to submit a full proposal. All applicants 
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will receive feedback which may including suggestions to improve relevancy and/or engagement of 
relevant end users and priority audiences. Feedback may also include suggestions for potential 
interaction and collaboration with RI Sea Grant staff to improve a project’s outreach capabilities. Even if 
Rhode Island Sea Grant does not recommend that a preproposal be developed into a full proposal, 
applicants may still submit a full proposal, unless rated as Does not adhere to topical areas of the RFP.  
 
FULL PROPOSALS will be reviewed by at least three external out-of-state peer reviewers selected by 
Rhode Island Sea Grant. Applicants will be given anonymous access to all external reviews of their 
proposals and will have the opportunity to respond by written rebuttal to the reviews. A full proposal 
technical review panel (TRP) will be convened in August 2023 to review full proposals, their peer reviews, 
applicant rebuttals to the reviews, and relevancy to stakeholder needs. A representative of the National 
Sea Grant College Program will attend the full proposal technical review panel meeting. The TRP assesses 
the scientific merit of each proposal and, as part of the panel, may ask clarifying questions of relevancy 
specialists prior to their final ranking of the proposals. Relevancy specialists have practical experience in 
the RFP's topical areas and serve as resources that respond to panelist's questions. Relevancy specialists 
will have no conflict of interest with the proposals and take no part in their review or ranking. The 
Director of the Rhode Island Sea Grant College Program retains sole responsibility for final selection of 
proposals to be considered for funding, while the National Sea Grant Office has final approval for 
research project funding. 

Evaluation Criteria for Rhode Island Sea Grant Research Full Proposals 
The fundamental criteria for full proposal evaluations and their respective weights are: 

• Scientific Merit and Rationale (30%), 
• Technical Rigor and Innovation (30%), 
• Potential for Practical Use and Application (15%), 
• Relevancy to and involvement of Rhode Island Sea Grant Priority Audiences (15%), and  
• Professional Qualifications of Investigators (10%). 

 
Key considerations for proposal evaluation are: 
Scientific Merit, Rationale and Applicability —Degree to which the proposed work addresses an 

important issue, problem, or opportunity for just and sustainable use and management of Rhode 
Island's coastal and marine ecosystems as requested in the RFP. Degree to which the proposed 
work relates to priorities set in the 2024–2026 Research RFP and the 2024-2027 Rhode Island Sea 
Grant Strategic Plan. 

Technical Rigor and Innovation—Degree to which the proposed work advances its science or 
discipline in a rigorous fashion through use of state-of-the-art scientific methods and/or use of 
innovative approaches to problem solving or addressing opportunities in resource management. 

Potential for Practical Use and Application—Degree to which the proposed work will make its way into 
practical use or application in local resources management, and/or be brought forth to the public or 
target audiences, to improve understanding of, and capacity for addressing pertinent coastal and 
marine issues. Strong proposals will have a thoughtful outreach and communication plan to engage 
a diverse group of end-users.   

Relevancy to and involvement of Rhode Island Sea Grant’s Priority Audiences2—The degree to which 
users or potential users of the proposed work's outputs and outcomes participate in project 
planning and implementation and/or will be targeted by the project outreach components. Strong 
proposals will incorporate meaningful and appropriate end-user engagement, integrate traditional 
and local knowledge as appropriate, consider workforce development through engagement of 
students and other early career professionals and emphasize collaboration among project 

 
2 For this RFP, priority audiences are defined as individuals, groups and organizations associated with coastal issues 
in Rhode Island that stand to be impacted by the outcomes of a particular project or initiative.  
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participants.  
Professional Qualifications of Investigators—Degree to which the investigators are qualified by 

education, training, and/or experience to execute the proposed work and the degree to which they 
possess solid records of accomplishment derived from previous projects. This may include 
performance on past Sea Grant projects, completeness of annual reporting, and publication record 
of Sea Grant-funded research. 

 
Selection Factors 
Final funding recommendations to the National Sea Grant Office are made by the RI Sea Grant Director 
based on TRP rankings, except in instances where the program chooses to select a meritorious project 
out of rank order based upon the following selection factors:   

• Availability of funds, 
• Balance of selected projects across strategic program priorities, 
• Similarities of projects funded previously by Rhode Island Sea Grant,  
• Prior award performance, and 
• Diversity of institutions, geography, career stage, and engaged audiences and partners.  

 
Reporting Expectations 
All funded investigators shall submit a Year 1 progress report, and a project completion report within 3 
months of the end of the funding period. All reporting will be done through eSeaGrant; guidance will be 
provided to funded investigators. Post project reporting to describe research impacts and peer reviewed 
publications will continue several years beyond the project completion date. Compliance with the NOAA 
data sharing plan will occur according to the schedule submitted as part of the full proposal.  
 

Rhode Island Sea Grant’s Program Administration Assistance 
Visit our website (seagrant.gso.uri.edu) for further information about Rhode Island Sea Grant, including 
the 2024–2027 Strategic Plan document. 
 
For questions on Rhode Island Sea Grant’s strategic goals and priorities, proposal reviews and grant 
decision---making, budgeting and match requirements, or about the online eSeaGrant system, application, 
or review process, please contact: 

 Kim Ohnemus, Research Coordinator 
 kohnemus@uri.edu 

 
For questions and/or guidance regarding communication of research results with public audiences please 
contact:  

 Meredith Haas, Digital Media Manager and Science Writer 
 mmhaas@uri.edu 

 
For assistance in developing goals and work plans for the outreach components of your research 
proposal please contact: 

 Jennifer McCann, Coastal Program Director 
 jmccann@uri.edu  

 
 Julia Wyman, Legal Program Director 
 jwyman@rwu.edu  

mailto:kohnemus@uri.edu
mailto:mmhaas@uri.edu
mailto:jmccann@uri.edu
mailto:jwyman@rwu.edu
https://seagrant.gso.uri.edu/research/
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2024—2026 Omnibus Research RFP Schedule 
For Omnibus Period 01 February 2024 to 31 January 2026 
 
2023 

 

January 18, Wednesday RISG Omnibus RFP Released 

January 30, Monday  RFP Informational Meeting via Zoom 2-3:30PM EST 

February 15, Wedndesay  Pre-proposals due by 5:00 PM in eSeaGrant 

Feb 16 – Mar 1 Pre-proposal review period 

March 1, Wednesday Preproposal reviews issued to applicants 

May 22, Monday Full Proposals due by 5:00 PM 

June – July Full proposal peer review period 

July 24, Monday  Blinded reviews to Applicants for optional rebuttal 

August 2, Wednesday  Rebuttals from Applicants due by 5:00 PM 

Late August Full Proposal Review Panel Convened 

September 1, Friday  Proposal Funding Decisions issued to PIs 

September 15, Friday Final Proposal, Budget, etc. due to RISG by 5:00 PM 

2024 
 

mid---January Funded PI/Graduate Research Fellow Meeting 

February 1  Funded research projects begin  

 

 




